Product Spotlight Video: RHS® Pro Elite™ LS7 Aluminum Cylinder Heads
Memphis, TN – The latest video from RHS® covers all of the ins and outs of the brand’s revolutionary aluminum
cylinder heads for LS7 applications.
As LS engines have evolved and grown ever more popular, the airflow specialists at RHS® have kept pace by developing
a new line of heads specifically for the LS7 power plant. In this video, COMP Performance Group™ host Lauren Rosado
goes over all of the specs and details that make these state-of-the-art RHS® heads a perfect choice for a wide variety of
LS7 intake manifolds and valve train setups. Helpful product shots, on-screen definitions and a variety of charts and
graphs accompany the narration that covers details from the heads’ raised intake runners to their six-bolt design. The
result is that this short three-minute video is the perfect way to learn everything you need to know about RHS® Pro Elite™
LS7 Aluminum Cylinder Heads. All videos from RHS® and the rest of the COMP Performance Group™ family are
available at www.cpgnationtv.com.

Quick Facts
Product Spotlight Video: RHS® Pro Elite™ LS7
Aluminum Cylinder Heads
Social Media Pitch: This RHS® Product Spotlight Video
provides details on the brand’s Pro Elite™ LS7 Aluminum
Cylinder Heads; watch at: http://bit.ly/1pgRoOS
Direct Link: http://bit.ly/1pgRoOS

About RHS®
Founded in 1967, Racing Head Service® began exclusively as a manufacturer of racing cylinder heads. Over the years, RHS® grew
into an integrated racing company, offering complete turn-key engines and race car parts via mail order. With innovative cylinder
head designs and porting techniques, the company became a performance icon in both circle track and drag racing. RHS® is now a
proud member of the COMP Performance Group™ with the industry’s largest and most advanced airflow technology team that
produces both aftermarket cylinder heads and engine blocks. For more information about RHS® and its products, visit us online at
www.racingheadservice.com or call us at 1.877.776.4323. Also follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/RacingHeadService or on
Twitter at twitter.com/RHSWins, or visit our YouTube channel at CPGNationTV.com.
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